Drug interactions: the effect of alcohol and meprobamate applied singly and jointly in human subjects. V. Summary and conclusions.
The design, analysis and conclusions of the series of experiments by Carpenter et al., Ashford and Cobby, and Cobby and Ashford [J. Stud. Alc., Suppl. No. 7, pp. 54-176, 1975] are reviewed. Mathematical models of the joint action of drugs were developed and data obtained to test the models by studying the action of alcohol and meprobamate singly and in combination in human subjects. The data proved to be too limited in the range of drug concentrations in the blood necessary to identify the single most appropriate model. Carpenter et al. analyzed the data by analysis of variance, which involves assumptions about the structure of the observation and the form of the distribution of the error terms. The analyses of Ashford and Cobby and Cobby and Ashford used the mathematical models, which represented pharmacological and physiological actions of the drugs. The majority of the results of the two analyses agreed; however in Experiment V Carpenter et al. combined drugs, doses and blood samples in one analysis anf found a significant influence of meprobamate dose on blood alcohol concentration (BAC) and homogeneous error terms. Cobby and Ashford analyzed absorption and elimination phases of each alcohol dose separately and found no influence of meprobamate on BAC and significant heterogeneity in the residual error terms. Both sets of analyses found a complex interaction between the pattern of abosorption and elimination of meprobamate and dose of alcohol. Carpenter et al. related the results of behavioral measures to drug doses, Ashford and Cobby to the concentrations of the drugs in the blood. Theoretically the models can analyze the pattern of behavioral results at each combination of doses but the data available were insufficient for the purpose. The modifications in experimental design and analytical techniques necessary to continue research in developing mathematical models are discussed.